
8 Cylinder Accessories

12 Cylinder Accessories



8 Cylinder Accessories

 EQUIPMENT

 EXTERIOR

 RACING

 INTERIOR

 CAR CARE

 EQUIPMENT

 EXTERIOR

 RACING

 INTERIOR

 CAR CARE

 EQUIPMENT

 EXTERIOR

 RACING

 INTERIOR

 CAR CARE

 EQUIPMENT

 EXTERIOR

 RACING

 INTERIOR

 CAR CARE

 EQUIPMENT

 EXTERIOR

 RACING

 INTERIOR

 CAR CARE



12 Cylinder Accessories

 EQUIPMENT

 EXTERIOR

 RACING

 INTERIOR

 CAR CARE

 EQUIPMENT

 EXTERIOR

 RACING

 INTERIOR

 CAR CARE

 EQUIPMENT

 EXTERIOR

 RACING

 INTERIOR

 CAR CARE

 EQUIPMENT

 EXTERIOR

 RACING

 INTERIOR

 CAR CARE

 EQUIPMENT

 EXTERIOR

 RACING

 INTERIOR

 CAR CARE



 EQUIPMENT

 AFS Headlights

 Cruise control

 Electrochromicmirrors, interiors

 Under Door Lightning, with vehicle logo

 EXTERIOR

 Genuine 20" forged wheels

 Hexagonal valve cap kit

 Hub caps

 Carbon fibre door handles

 Carbon Fiber Fender Shields

 Carbon fibre fuel filler flap

 Carbon fibre mirrors, glossy finish

 Carbon fibre rear diffuser

 Carbon fibre front aerodynamic appendages

 Titanium tailpipe tips

 Under-door kit in carbon fibre

 RACING

 Carbon fibre engine compartment shields

 Handling Suspension Upgrade

 Road legal silencers

 INTERIOR

 Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels W/ LED 

 Carbon fibre mats

 Carbon fibre bridge

 Carbon fibre dashboard

 Carbon fibre internal door trim

 Carbon fibre kickplate

 CAR CARE

 Battery conditioner

 Car care kit, exterior cleaning kit

 Car care kit, interior cleaning kit

 New indoor car cover, red



 Forged Wheels

 Genuine 20" forged wheels, multispoke, matte Grigio Corsa

 Genuine 20" forged wheels, multi-spoke, ball-polished

 Genuine 20" forged wheels, two-tone diamond finish

 Hexagonal valve cap

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, black

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, red

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, yellow

 Hub Caps

 Hub caps, carbon fibre

 Hub caps, silver with embossed Prancing Horse 

 Hub caps, red

Exterior



Interiors

 Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels W/ LED

 Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels W/ LED (Upto Ass.ly No. 98332)

 Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels W/ LED (Upto Ass.ly No. 98333)

 Carbon fibre bridge

 Carbon fibre bridge

 Carbon fibre bridge, La Ferrari style



The AFS - Advanced Frontlighting System – headlights ensure superlative
safety and performance even when driving at night by directing the light
beam in accordance with steering angle and optimizing the intensity of
the beam itself in relation to vehicle speed, even when driving round
corners.

The transition from diffused light illuminating nearby objects to a
penetrating focused beam for long distance vision is smooth and
seamless.

Fitted Cost :

Equipment

AFS Headlights

19,637.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Cruise control is an electronic function that automatically maintains a
constant speed when driving on long stretches of highway. The driver may
accelerate briefly if necessary by pressing the accelerator pedal, but once
the pedal is released, the vehicle returns to the cruise control speed set
previously.

The system functions within a speed range from 30 to 200 Km/h, and is
recommended for long, straight stretches of road, with few variations in
traffic conditions and with a dry road surface. Not recommended for use
on urban roads.

Fitted Cost :

Equipment

Cruise control

4,945.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



The electrochromic mirrors effectively reduce reflected glare for the
driver. This mirror uses special electrochromic technology to darken
quickly and automatically in response to the brightness of the light
striking it. Electrochromic versions are available for both the interior and
exterior rear view mirrors, and does not affect the mirror position
memory and powered folding mirror functions on vehicles with these
features.

Fitted Cost :

Equipment

Electrochromic mirrors, interiors

1,936.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Equipment

Under Door Lightning, with vehicle logo

The under door lightning kit gives owners the change to accentuate their
Ferrari with yet another exclusive and stylish feature. The kit consists of
two light units and four sets of special lenses which project the logo of
the vehicle or the Cavallino Rampante motif onto the ground under the
door when the door is opened.

1,552.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Ferrari Genuine has developed these wheels using forging technology to
pare the 5 spoke concept down to its most essential expression yet, with
ultra-slim spokes taking lightness to extreme new levels. The lighter
forged wheel reduces power loss under acceleration and increases
braking performance.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Genuine 20" forged wheels, 
multispoke, matte Grigio Corsa

50,854.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Ferrari Genuine has developed these wheels using forging technology to
pare the 5 spoke concept down to its most essential expression yet, with
ultra-slim spokes taking lightness to extreme new levels. The lighter
forged wheel reduces power loss under acceleration and increases
braking performance.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Genuine 20" forged wheels, 
multi-spoke, ball-polished

57,902.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Ferrari Genuine has developed these wheels using forging technology to
pare the 5 spoke concept down to its most essential expression yet, with
ultra-slim spokes taking lightness to extreme new levels. The lighter
forged wheel reduces power loss under acceleration and increases
braking performance.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Genuine 20" forged wheels, 
two-tone diamond finish

46,100.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



The use of carbon fiber mirrors combines aggressive looks with technical
excellence and focuses on reducing the overall weight of the vehicle by
optimizing each component. This aesthetic solution emphasizes the car's
racing spirit, highlighting the adoption of high prestige materials and the
excellence of workmanship used to manufacture each component.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Carbon fibre mirrors, glossy finish

23,591.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Designed to increase downforce on the rear of the vehicle and optimize
evacuation of air from the underbody, the rear diffuser is a fundamental
element of the aerodynamics of the vehicle. The rear diffuser fins direct
the air flow to minimize turbulence and the resulting drag. The use of
carbon fiber combines aggressive looks with a reduction in the overall
weight of the vehicle.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Carbon fibre rear diffuser

48,810.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



The front aerodynamic appendages are a distinctive feature of the front
of the car. The stiffness of these elements is specifically calibrated to
allow them to deform in a controlled manner in relation to speed and
aerodynamic load, to optimize the balance between downforce and
cooling performance based on driving conditions. Using carbon fiber to
manufacture these appendages makes them lighter and gives the car a
more aggressive look.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Carbon fibre front aerodynamic appendages

17,073.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Styled with a design echoing the standard components, the titanium
version of the tailpipe tips is an example of Ferrari's continuous
commitment to improving its products. Using titanium has reduced the
weight of the component by 50% and gives the tailpipe tips a distinctive
colored finish which also contributes to preserving the original
appearance of components themselves.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Titanium tailpipe tips

8,782.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



The products offered in the Ferrari Genuine catalog include an under door
kit in visible weave carbon fiber, a solution which combines aesthetic
appeal with outstanding technical performance. It also contributes to
reducing the overall weight of the car through the use of lightweight
individual components which, in some cases, weight as little as half as
much as their standard counterparts.

This solution visually accentuates the racing spirit of the car and
emphasize both the exclusivity of the materials used and the excellence
of the workmanship in the manufacture of the component itself.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Under-door kit in carbon fibre

57,365.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Interior

Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels W/ LED (Black)
(Upto Assembly No. 98332)

28,650.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Interior

Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels W/ LED (Black)
(Assembly from  No. 98333 to 115749)

28,650.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Interior

Additional carbon fibre mats, 
(Version for fire extinguisher)

Manufactured using patented new technology, Ferrari Genuine overmats
are made with real carbon fiber used for the parts in contact with the feet
and feature a special clear coat layer which gives the mat a non-slip finish
without compromising the look of the material. The vehicle logo appears
on a laser-etched leather patch on the driver side mat only. A genuine
leather backing ensures the perfect balance between flexibility and
stiffness and gives the overmat a substantial feel, while the edge is
trimmed in leather with exclusive gray stitching.

2,958.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Ferrari Genuine provides customers with the chance to update the style
of the interior using carbon fiber elements.

Installing a carbon fiber bridge on the center console gives the vehicle a
more modern look while maintaining the ergonomics of the standard
panel..

Fitted Cost :

Interior

Carbon fibre bridge

6,069.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Ferrari Genuine provides customers with the chance to update the style
of the interior using carbon fiber elements.

Installing a carbon fiber bridge on the center console gives the vehicle a
more modern look while maintaining the ergonomics of the standard
panel..

Fitted Cost :

Interior

Carbon fibre bridge, La Ferrari style

15,809.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



The carbon fiber inserts offer owners extreme flexibility in how they
configure the interior of the passenger compartment with a wide range of
options that give every aspect of the interior a truly customized look. The
kits are designed to meet all the customers' needs, although the
customers can also purchase and install individual parts from their
dealers, who have been properly trained and informed with regard to the
various possibilities that the Ferrari catalog has to offer.

Fitted Cost :

Interior

Carbon fibre dashboard

56,388.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Carbon fiber door panels represent excellence as far as Ferrari quality in
the development of technological composite elements is concerned.

These elements give a stylistic element to the vehicle interior and at the
same time enhance its sportiness.

Fitted Cost :

Interior

Carbon fibre internal door trim

16,536.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



With the Ferrari Genuine program, you can replace the aluminum
kickplate with carbon fiber elements. The kickplate is made entirely of
carbon fiber with the Ferrari logo incorporated.

Fitted Cost :

Interior

Carbon fibre kickplate

5,362.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Racing

Carbon fibre engine compartment shields

The carbon fiber engine compartment shields and air filter boxes are
considerably lighter than the standard parts. The carbon fiber component
offers the same functional and heat resistance properties as the original
part, while the protective clear coat layer maintains the technical
characteristics and visual appearance intact over time.

29,328.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Racing

Handling Suspension Upgrade

The HS kit introduces new features designed to enhance the sportiness of
the vehicle and guarantee an even more intense road driving experience.
The new performance content introduced with this kit includes innovative
magnetorheological shock absorber control software that guarantees
improved quality yaw-pitchroll damping and enhanced tire performance
to give an even sportier feel. This control is active for all Manettino
settings with special calibration. Once the hardware components in the
kit have been installed, contact the Technical Support Help Desk which,
once it has received the VIN, will download the software.

21,670.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Racing

Road legal silencers

The mufflers, which have been developed for road use, offer the
possibility of personalizing the sound of the vehicle even further. The new
mufflers, with a smaller optimized volume, offer a new sound experience
and have been specifically developed to deliver a clearer, more urgent
sound that gives the driver the same sensations felt when driving on the
racetrack, on a tight bend or going flat out. All this is done in full
compliance with the current prevailing legislation with a configuration
that Ferrari has tested and guarantees. Installation requires no
modification to the ECU since the entire project development was based
on full integration of the new component with the standard exhaust
range. The "USA compliant" versions are specifically optimized to comply
with noise regulations in effect in the USA, which define higher limits
than in the EU.

23,190.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Battery conditioner

Ferrari Genuine offers a battery conditioner for charging batteries from
1.2Ah to 140Ah in capacity. To protect it against overheating, the battery
conditioner is equipped with a power limiting system: if the temperature
exceeds the safety threshold value, power output is limited until the
temperature returns within the correct range.

1,188.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Car care kit, exterior cleaning kit

The new Ferrari Genuine Car Care range breaks away from conventional
valeting products, evolving from mere cleaning solutions to genuine
cosmetics for your car. These new products have less impact on the
environment and are as gentle on the driver and passenger as they are on
the car. The entire range is scented with a unique Ferrari Fragrance.

1,191.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Car care kit, interior cleaning kit

Developed and produced exclusively by Ferrari Genuine, the Exterior
Cleaning Kit, Interior Cleaning Kit and Touring Cleaning Kit consist of a
selection of products letting owners look after the interior and exterior of
their cars completely and safely. Specific cleaning products to clean,
nourish or polish every part of the interior trim and protect the quality of
the materials used, personalized Ferrari fragrances with a unique and
unmistakable scent, and superlative quality creams which are gentle on
the skin and care for the environment: these are just some of the car care
products available from the official Ferrari network, created to keep your
Ferrari in immaculate condition and looking as good as ever day after day,
whether in the city or on the road.

1,284.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

New indoor car cover, red

Elegant car cover for indoor use and tailor-made for Ferraris, it combines
effective protection with elegant looks. The cover has an inner anti-
scratch lining which ensures optimal protection when it is placed on the
vehicle body. The cover is enhanced by a Prancing Horse logo
embroidered on the front lid and a small Prancing Horse embroidered on
the rear.

3,022.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



 EQUIPMENT

 AFS Headlights

 Cruise control

 Electrochromic mirrors, interiors

 Under Door Lightning, with vehicle logo  EXTERIOR

 Genuine 20" forged wheels

 Hexagonal valve cap kit

 Hub caps

 Carbon fibre door handles

 Carbon Fiber Fender Shields

 Carbon fibre fuel filler flap

 Carbon fibre mirrors, glossy finish

 Carbon fibre rear diffuser

 Carbon fibre front aerodynamic appendages

 Titanium tailpipe tips

 Under-door kit in carbon fibre

 RACING

 Road legal silencers

 INTERIOR

 Carbon fibre bridge

 Carbon fibre bridge, La Ferrari style

 Carbon fibre dashboard

 Carbon fibre internal door trim

 Carbon fibre kickplate

 CAR CARE

 Battery conditioner

 Car care kit, exterior cleaning kit

 Car care kit, interior cleaning kit

 New indoor car cover, red



 Forged Wheels

 Genuine 20" forged wheels, multispoke, matte Grigio Corsa

 Genuine 20" forged wheels, multi-spoke, ball-polished

 Genuine 20" forged wheels, two-tone diamond finish

 Hexagonal valve cap

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, black

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, red

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, yellow

 Hub Caps

 Hub caps, carbon fibre

 Hub caps, silver with embossed Prancing Horse 

Exterior



The AFS - Advanced Frontlighting System – headlights ensure superlative
safety and performance even when driving at night by directing the light
beam in accordance with steering angle and optimizing the intensity of
the beam itself in relation to vehicle speed, even when driving round
corners.

The transition from diffused light illuminating nearby objects to a
penetrating focused beam for long distance vision is smooth and
seamless.

Fitted Cost :

Equipment

AFS Headlights

19,637.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Cruise control is an electronic function that automatically maintains a
constant speed when driving on long stretches of highway. The driver may
accelerate briefly if necessary by pressing the accelerator pedal, but once
the pedal is released, the vehicle returns to the cruise control speed set
previously.

The system functions within a speed range from 30 to 200 Km/h, and is
recommended for long, straight stretches of road, with few variations in
traffic conditions and with a dry road surface. Not recommended for use
on urban roads.

Fitted Cost :

Equipment

Cruise control

4,945.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



The electrochromic mirrors effectively reduce reflected glare for the
driver. This mirror uses special electrochromic technology to darken
quickly and automatically in response to the brightness of the light
striking it. Electrochromic versions are available for both the interior and
exterior rear view mirrors, and does not affect the mirror position
memory and powered folding mirror functions on vehicles with these
features.

Fitted Cost :

Equipment

Electrochromic mirrors, interiors

1,936.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Equipment

Under Door Lightning

The under-door lighting kit gives owners the change to accentuate their
Ferrari with yet another exclusive and stylish feature. The kit consists of two
light units and four sets of special lenses which project the logo of the vehicle
or the Cavallino Rampante motif onto the ground under the door when the
door is opened.

1,552.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Ferrari Genuine has developed these wheels using forging technology to
pare the 5 spoke concept down to its most essential expression yet, with
ultra-slim spokes taking lightness to extreme new levels. The lighter
forged wheel reduces power loss under acceleration and increases
braking performance.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Genuine 20" forged wheels, multispoke, 
matte Grigio Corsa

50,854.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Ferrari Genuine has developed these wheels using forging technology to
pare the 5 spoke concept down to its most essential expression yet, with
ultra-slim spokes taking lightness to extreme new levels. The lighter
forged wheel reduces power loss under acceleration and increases
braking performance.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Genuine 20" forged wheels, 
multi-spoke, ball-polished

57,902.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Ferrari Genuine has developed these wheels using forging technology to
pare the 5 spoke concept down to its most essential expression yet, with
ultra-slim spokes taking lightness to extreme new levels. The lighter
forged wheel reduces power loss under acceleration and increases
braking performance.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Genuine 20" forged wheels, 
two-tone diamond finish

46,100.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



The use of carbon fiber mirrors combines aggressive looks with technical
excellence and focuses on reducing the overall weight of the vehicle by
optimizing each component. This aesthetic solution emphasizes the car's
racing spirit, highlighting the adoption of high prestige materials and the
excellence of workmanship used to manufacture each component.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Carbon fibre mirrors, glossy finish

23,591.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Designed to increase downforce on the rear of the vehicle and optimize
evacuation of air from the underbody, the rear diffuser is a fundamental
element of the aerodynamics of the vehicle. The rear diffuser fins direct
the air flow to minimize turbulence and the resulting drag. The use of
carbon fiber combines aggressive looks with a reduction in the overall
weight of the vehicle.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Carbon fibre rear diffuser

48,810.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



The front aerodynamic appendages are a distinctive feature of the front
of the car. The stiffness of these elements is specifically calibrated to
allow them to deform in a controlled manner in relation to speed and
aerodynamic load, to optimize the balance between downforce and
cooling performance based on driving conditions. Using carbon fiber to
manufacture these appendages makes them lighter and gives the car a
more aggressive look.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Carbon fibre front aerodynamic appendages

17,073.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Styled with a design echoing the standard components, the titanium
version of the tailpipe tips is an example of Ferrari's continuous
commitment to improving its products. Using titanium has reduced the
weight of the component by 50% and gives the tailpipe tips a distinctive
colored finish which also contributes to preserving the original
appearance of components themselves.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Titanium tailpipe tips

8,782.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



The products offered in the Ferrari Genuine catalog include an underdoor
kit in visible weave carbon fiber, a solution which combines aesthetic
appeal with outstanding technical performance. It also contributes to
reducing the overall weight of the car through the use of lightweight
individual components which, in some cases, weight as little as half as
much as their standard counterparts.

This solution visually accentuates the racing spirit of the car and
emphasize both the exclusivity of the materials used and the excellence
of the workmanship in the manufacture of the component itself.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Under-door kit in carbon fibre

57,365.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Ferrari Genuine provides customers with the chance to update the style
of the interior using carbon fiber elements.

Installing a carbon fiber bridge on the center console gives the vehicle a
more modern look while maintaining the ergonomics of the standard
panel..

Fitted Cost :

Interior

Carbon fibre bridge

6,069.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Ferrari Genuine provides customers with the chance to update the style
of the interior using carbon fiber elements.

Installing a carbon fiber bridge on the center console gives the vehicle a
more modern look while maintaining the ergonomics of the standard
panel..

Fitted Cost :

Interior

Carbon fibre bridge, La Ferrari style

17,738.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Carbon fiber dashboard inserts are among the most popular options for
Ferrari sports models. With the Genuine program, you can order a
complete kit that updates the interior of your vehicle by replacing the
aluminum inserts on the dashboard with elements made entirely of
carbon fiber to the strictest quality standards.

Fitted Cost :

Interior

Carbon fibre dashboard

46,004.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Carbon fiber door panels represent excellence as far as Ferrari quality in
the development of technological composite elements is concerned.

These elements give a stylistic element to the vehicle interior and at the
same time enhance its sportiness.

Fitted Cost :

Interior

Carbon fibre internal door trim

16,536.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



With the Ferrari Genuine program, you can replace the aluminum
kickplate with carbon fiber elements. The kickplate is made entirely of
carbon fiber with the Ferrari logo incorporated.

Fitted Cost :

Interior

Carbon fibre kickplate

5,362.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Racing

Road legal silencers

The mufflers, which have been developed for road use, offer the
possibility of personalizing the sound of the vehicle even further. The new
mufflers, with a smaller optimized volume, offer a new sound experience
and have been specifically developed to deliver a clearer, more urgent
sound that gives the driver the same sensations felt when driving on the
racetrack, on a tight bend or going flat out. All this is done in full
compliance with the current prevailing legislation with a configuration
that Ferrari has tested and guarantees. Installation requires no
modification to the ECU since the entire project development was based
on full integration of the new component with the standard exhaust
range. The "USA compliant" versions are specifically optimized to comply
with noise regulations in effect in the USA, which define higher limits
than in the EU.

23,190.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Battery conditioner

Ferrari Genuine offers a battery conditioner for charging batteries from
1.2Ah to 140Ah in capacity. To protect it against overheating, the battery
conditioner is equipped with a power limiting system: if the temperature
exceeds the safety threshold value, power output is limited until the
temperature returns within the correct range.

1,188.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Car care kit, exterior cleaning kit

The new Ferrari Genuine Car Care range breaks away from conventional
valeting products, evolving from mere cleaning solutions to genuine
cosmetics for your car. These new products have less impact on the
environment and are as gentle on the driver and passenger as they are on
the car. The entire range is scented with a unique Ferrari Fragrance.

1,191.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Car care kit, interior cleaning kit

Developed and produced exclusively by Ferrari Genuine, the Exterior
Cleaning Kit, Interior Cleaning Kit and Touring Cleaning Kit consist of a
selection of products letting owners look after the interior and exterior of
their cars completely and safely. Specific cleaning products to clean,
nourish or polish every part of the interior trim and protect the quality of
the materials used, personalized Ferrari fragrances with a unique and
unmistakable scent, and superlative quality creams which are gentle on
the skin and care for the environment: these are just some of the car care
products available from the official Ferrari network, created to keepyour
Ferrari in immaculate condition and looking as good as ever day after day,
whether in the city or on the road.

1,284.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

New indoor car cover, red

Elegant car cover for indoor use and tailor-made for Ferraris, it combines
effective protection with elegant looks. The cover has an inner anti-
scratch lining which ensures optimal protection when it is placed on the
vehicle body. The cover is enhanced by a Prancing Horse logo
embroidered on the front lid and a small Prancing Horse embroidered on
the rear.

3,022.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



 EQUIPMENT

 Passenger display

 Passenger display, (for carbon fibre dashboard)

 EXTERIOR

 Carbon fibre air ducts, rear

 Carbon fibre air intake splitters, side

 Carbon fibre door handles

 Carbon fibre front spoiler

 Carbon fibre fuel filler flap

 Under-door kit in carbon fibre

 Carbon fibre rear diffuser

 Genuine 20" forged wheels

 Hexagonal valve cap kit

 Hub caps

 Titanium tailpipe tips

 Tailpipe tips with ceramic coating, black

 Carbon fibre B-pillar trim, LH surround

 Carbon fibre B-pillar trim, RH surround

 RACING

 Carbon fibre engine compartment shields

 INTERIOR

 Carbon fibre bridge

 Carbon fibre dashboard

 Carbon fibre dashboard (Passenger Display Version)

 Carbon fibre kickplate

 Carbon fibre internal door trim

 CAR CARE

 Battery conditioner

 Car care kit, exterior cleaning kit

 Car care kit, interior cleaning kit

 New indoor car cover, red

 New indoor-use car cover with vehicle logo, black



 Forged Wheels

 Genuine 20" forged wheels, multispoke, matte Grigio Corsa

 Genuine 20" forged wheels, two-tone diamond finish

 20" wheels, paint finish, chrome

 20" wheels, matte Grigio Corsa

 20" forged wheels, paint finish, chrome

 20" forged wheels, matte Grigio Corsa

 20" forged wheels, two-tone diamond finish

 Hexagonal valve cap

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, black

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, red

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, yellow

 Hub Caps

 Hub caps, carbon fibre

 Hub Caps Kit, Red

 Hub Caps Kit, Black

 Hub caps, silver with embossed Prancing Horse logo

 Hub caps, in titanium

Exterior

 Carbon fibre rear diffuser

 Carbon fibre rear diffuser (without rear camera)

 Carbon fibre rear diffuser (Version with rear analogue camera)

 Carbon fibre rear diffuser (Version with front and rear digital camera)



Fitted Cost :

Passenger display

Ferrari Genuine provides owners with the chance to install the
sensational passenger display as an aftersales option*. The display, which
is installed on the passenger side of the dashboard, lets you share the
joys of driving with the driver. On one side of the screen there is a button
that lets you scroll through the screens, which display the following
information:

- engine speed
- speed
- engaged gear
- Manettino setting
- repeated navigation information in pictogram form
- trip computer

Equipment

16,043.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Passenger display, 
(for carbon fibre dashboard)

Ferrari Genuine provides owners with the chance to install the
sensational passenger display as an aftersales option*. The display, which
is installed on the passenger side of the dashboard, lets you share the
joys of driving with the driver. On one side of the screen there is a button
that lets you scroll through the screens, which display the following
information:

- engine speed
- speed
- engaged gear
- Manettino setting
- repeated navigation information in pictogram form
- trip computer

Equipment

16,043.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre air ducts, rear

There are two slots on the rear bumper of the 488 which are used to
extract air from the engine compartment. Rear air ducts made of carbon
fiber, available through Ferrari Genuine, can be installed to accentuate
these technological elements on the vehicle and reduce the overall
weight.

Exterior

13,494.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre air intake splitters, side

The lateral air intakes in the rear flanks channel air to the turbochargers.
The horizontal segments designed by Ferrari are used to divide the air
flow and guarantee that the engine receives maximum power. Installation
of the carbon fiber splitters highlights these iconic elements on the
vehicle and, at the same time, significantly reduces the overall weight of
the vehicle.

Exterior

12,419.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre front spoiler

Designed using highly innovative fluid dynamics techniques and perfected
in the wind tunnel in order to optimize the aerodynamics of the
underbody, the front spoiler is an essential part of the vehicle
aerodynamics which increases the vehicle's downforce. The carbon fiber
version highlights the appearance of the spoiler and, at the same time,
significantly reduces the overall weight of the vehicle.

Exterior

21,590.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre fuel filler flap

The materials used for Ferrari accessories adopt state of the art
technological solutions derived directly from Formula 1. The light and
functional fuel filler flap in carbon fiber, embellished with a chrome finish
Prancing Horse motif, is the perfect complement to the style of a Ferrari.

Exterior

2,824.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Under-door kit in carbon fibre

The products offered in the Ferrari Genuine catalog include an underdoor
kit in visible weave carbon fiber, a solution which combines aesthetic
appeal with outstanding technical performance. It also contributes to
reducing the overall weight of the car through the use of lightweight
individual components which, in some cases, weight as little as half as
much as their standard counterparts. This solution visually accentuates
the racing spirit of the car and emphasize both the exclusivity of the
materials used and the excellence of the workmanship in the
manufacture of the component itself.

Exterior

37,564.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre rear diffuser
(without rear camera)

Designed to increase downforce on the rear of the vehicle and optimize
evacuation of air from the underbody, the rear diffuser is a fundamental
element of the aerodynamics of the vehicle. The rear diffuser fins direct
the air flow to minimize turbulence and the resulting drag. The use of
carbon fiber combines aggressive looks with a reduction in the overall
weight of the vehicle.

Exterior

52,205.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre rear diffuser
(Version with rear analogue camera)

Designed to increase downforce on the rear of the vehicle and optimize
evacuation of air from the underbody, the rear diffuser is a fundamental
element of the aerodynamics of the vehicle. The rear diffuser fins direct
the air flow to minimize turbulence and the resulting drag. The use of
carbon fiber combines aggressive looks with a reduction in the overall
weight of the vehicle.

Exterior

55,479.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre rear diffuser
(Version with front and rear digital camera)

Designed to increase downforce on the rear of the vehicle and optimize
evacuation of air from the underbody, the rear diffuser is a fundamental
element of the aerodynamics of the vehicle. The rear diffuser fins direct
the air flow to minimize turbulence and the resulting drag. The use of
carbon fiber combines aggressive looks with a reduction in the overall
weight of the vehicle.

Exterior

55,479.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Genuine 20" forged wheels, 
multispoke, matte Grigio Corsa

Ferrari Genuine has developed these wheels using forging technology to
pare the 5 spoke concept down to its most essential expression yet, with
ultra-slim spokes taking lightness to extreme new levels. The lighter
forged wheel reduces power loss under acceleration and increases
braking performance.

Exterior

51,545.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

Genuine 20" forged wheels, 
multispoke two-tone diamond finish

Ferrari Genuine has developed these wheels using forging technology to
pare the 5 spoke concept down to its most essential expression yet, with
ultra-slim spokes taking lightness to extreme new levels. The lighter
forged wheel reduces power loss under acceleration and increases
braking performance.

Exterior

53,077.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

20" wheels, paint finish, chrome

You can update your vehicle with Ferrari Genuine by replacing the wheels
installed on the vehicle with one of the alternative wheels available in the
catalog.

Exterior

11,239.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

20" wheels, matte Grigio Corsa

You can update your vehicle with Ferrari Genuine by replacing the wheels
installed on the vehicle with one of the alternative wheels available in the
catalog.

Exterior

11,391.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

20" forged wheels, paint finish, chrome

You can update your vehicle with Ferrari Genuine by replacing the wheels
installed on the vehicle with one of the alternative wheels available in the
catalog.

Exterior

27,565.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

20" forged wheels, matte Grigio Corsa

You can update your vehicle with Ferrari Genuine by replacing the wheels
installed on the vehicle with one of the alternative wheels available in the
catalog.

Exterior

27,565.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

20" forged wheels, two-tone diamond finish

You can update your vehicle with Ferrari Genuine by replacing the wheels
installed on the vehicle with one of the alternative wheels available in the
catalog.

Exterior

34,617.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

Titanium tailpipe tips (EACH)

Styled with a design echoing the standard components, the titanium
version of the tailpipe tips is an example of Ferrari's continuous
commitment to improving its products. Using titanium has reduced the
weight of the component by 50% and gives the tailpipe tips a distinctive
colored finish which also contributes to preserving the original
appearance of components themselves.

Exterior

13,338.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Tailpipe tips with ceramic coating, black (EACH)

The continuous quest for new materials to offer even better performance
in every single detail has always been part of the Ferrari spirit. These
tailpipes with a black ceramic coating, applied with specially developed
technological process, give the car an even more aggressive look. This
coating ensures durable resistance to discoloration, even when exposed
to high temperatures, and also makes the tailpipes more weather
resistant and offers protection against occasional minor damage.

Exterior

5,513.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre B-pillar trim, LH surround

This accessory has been specifically designed for the Spider and is
dedicated to owners who want to accentuate its sporty lines. The carbon
fiber option is available as a retrofitted accessory, and represents a
natural addition to sporty fittings, giving the car an even more dynamic
line and feel.

Exterior

7,432.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre B-pillar trim, RH surround

This accessory has been specifically designed for the Spider and is
dedicated to owners who want to accentuate its sporty lines. The carbon
fiber option is available as a retrofitted accessory, and represents a
natural addition to sporty fittings, giving the car an even more dynamic
line and feel.

Exterior

7,432.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre bridge

Ferrari Genuine provides customers with the chance to update the style
of the interior using carbon fiber elements. Installing a carbon fiber
bridge on the center console gives the vehicle a more modern look while
maintaining the ergonomics of the standard panel..

Interior

12,473.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre dashboard

The carbon fiber inserts offer owners extreme flexibility in how they
configure the interior of the passenger compartment with a wide range of
options that give every aspect of the interior a truly customized look. The
kits are designed to meet all the customers' needs, although the
customers can also purchase and install individual parts from their
dealers, who have been properly trained and informed with regard to the
various possibilities that the Ferrari catalog has to offer.

Interior

20,359.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre Dashboard
(Passenger Display Version)

The carbon fiber inserts offer owners extreme flexibility in how they
configure the interior of the passenger compartment with a wide range of
options that give every aspect of the interior a truly customized look. The
kits are designed to meet all the customers' needs, although the
customers can also purchase and install individual parts from their
dealers, who have been properly trained and informed with regard to the
various possibilities that the Ferrari catalog has to offer.

Interior

22,984.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre kickplate

With the Ferrari Genuine program, you can replace the aluminum
kickplate with carbon fiber elements. The kickplate is made entirely of
carbon fiber with the Ferrari logo incorporated.

Interior

7,955.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre internal door trim

Carbon fiber door panels represent excellence as far as Ferrari quality in
the development of technological composite elements is concerned.
These elements give a stylistic element to the vehicle interior and at the
same time enhance its sportiness.

Interior

26,429.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre engine compartment shields

The carbon fiber engine compartment shields and air filter boxes are
considerably lighter than the standard parts. The carbon fiber component
offers the same functional and heat resistance properties as the original
part, while the protective clear coat layer maintains the technical
characteristics and visual appearance intact over time.

Racing

28,595.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Battery conditioner

Ferrari Genuine offers a battery conditioner for charging batteries from
1.2Ah to 140Ah in capacity. To protect it against overheating, the battery
conditioner is equipped with a power limiting system: if the temperature
exceeds the safety threshold value, power output is limited until the
temperature returns within the correct range.

1,547.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Car care kit, exterior cleaning kit

The new Ferrari Genuine Car Care range breaks away from conventional
valeting products, evolving from mere cleaning solutions to genuine
cosmetics for your car. These new products have less impact on the
environment and are as gentle on the driver and passenger as they are on
the car. The entire range is scented with a unique Ferrari Fragnance.

1,191.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Car care kit, interior cleaning kit

Developed and produced exclusively by Ferrari Genuine, the Exterior
Cleaning Kit, Interior Cleaning Kit and Touring Cleaning Kit consist of a
selection of products letting owners look after the interior and exterior of
their cars completely and safely. Specific cleaning products to clean,
nourish or polish every part of the interior trim and protect the quality of
the materials used, personalized Ferrari fragrances with a unique and
unmistakable scent, and superlative quality creams which are gentle on
the skin and care for the environment: these are just some of the car care
products available from the official Ferrari network, created to keep your
Ferrari in immaculate condition and looking as good as ever day after day,
whether in the city or on the road.

1,284.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

New indoor-use car cover with vehicle logo, red

Tailored specifically to the forms of each individual model, these elegant
new car covers for indoor use are available in black and red. Featuring an
anti-scratch lining to offer total protection for the bodywork, these
exquisitely crafted covers echo and accentuate the forms of the vehicle
itself. Embroidered details on the front and rear lids further enhance the
elegance of the model.

4,333.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

New indoor-use car cover with vehicle logo, black

Tailored specifically to the forms of each individual model, these elegant
new car covers for indoor use are available in black and red. Featuring an
anti-scratch lining to offer total protection for the bodywork, these
exquisitely crafted covers echo and accentuate the forms of the vehicle
itself. Embroidered details on the front and rear lids further enhance the
elegance of the model.

4,333.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



 EQUIPMENT

 Cruise control

 Electrochromic mirrors, internal

 EXTERIOR

 Carbon fibre door handles

 Carbon fibre fuel filler flap

 20" forged wheels, two-tone diamond finish

 20" forged wheels, Silver

 20" forged wheels, matte Grigio Corsa

 Genuine 20" forged wheels, HGTE style, two-tone 

diamond finish

 Genuine 20" forged wheels, HGTE style, dark grey

 RACING

 HS sports exhaust system

 INTERIOR

 Carbon fibre bridge

 CAR CARE

 Battery conditioner

 New indoor car cover, red

 New indoor-use car cover with vehicle logo, black

 Child seat, group 0+

 Child seat, group 1



Fitted Cost :

Cruise control

Cruise control is an electronic function that automatically maintains a
constant speed when driving on long stretches of highway. The driver may
accelerate briefly if necessary by pressing the accelerator pedal, but once
the pedal is released, the vehicle returns to the cruise control speed set
previously. The system functions within a speed range from 30 to 200
Km/h, and is recommended for long, straight stretches of road, with few
variations in traffic conditions and with a dry road surface. Not
recommended for use on urban roads.

Equipment

5,026.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Electrochromic mirrors, internal

The electrochromic mirrors effectively reduce reflected glare for the
driver. This mirror uses special electrochromic technology to darken
quickly and automatically in response to the brightness of the light
striking it. Electrochromic versions are available for both the interior and
exterior rear view mirrors, and does not affect the mirror position
memory and powered folding mirror functions on vehicles with these
features.

Equipment

2,097.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

20" forged wheels, two-tone diamond finish

Exterior

Kit of four 20” forged wheels. These wheels, made using a special forging
process, allow for reduction os about 7 kg in the total vehicle weight.

30,018.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

20" forged wheels, Silver

Exterior

Kit of four 20” star forged silver wheels. These wheels, are made using a
special forging process, allow a reduction of about 7 Kg in total vehicle
weight. The 20" wheels should have 245/35 ZR 20' tires mounted on the
front axle and 285/35 ZR 20' tires on the rear.

26,979.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

Genuine 20" forged wheels, 
HGTE style, two-tone diamond finish

Exterior

Ferrari Genuine has developed these wheels using forging technology to
pare the 5 spoke concept down to its most essential expression yet, with
ultra-slim spokes taking lightness to extreme new levels. The lighter
forged wheel reduces power loss under acceleration and increases
braking performance.

45,780.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

Genuine 20" forged wheels, 
HGTE style, dark grey

Exterior

Ferrari Genuine has developed these wheels using forging technology to
pare the 5 spoke concept down to its most essential expression yet, with
ultra-slim spokes taking lightness to extreme new levels. The lighter
forged wheel reduces power loss under acceleration and increases
braking performance.

44,873.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre bridge

Interior

Ferrari Genuine provides customers with the chance to update the style
of the interior using carbon fiber elements. Installing a carbon fiber
bridge on the center console gives the vehicle a more modern look while
maintaining the ergonomics of the standard panel..

21,231.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

HS sports exhaust system

Racing

The exhaust system derived from the solution included in the Special
Handling kit produces a fuller sound without altering vehicle
performance, The exhaust tailpipes, which have a special bezel and black
ceramic coating, are a distinctive feature of the rear area and give the
vehicle an even sportier look.

22,190.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Battery conditioner

Car care

Ferrari Genuine offers a battery conditioner for charging batteries from
1.2Ah to 140Ah in capacity. To protect it against overheating, the battery
conditioner is equipped with a power limiting system: if the temperature
exceeds the safety threshold value, power output is limited until the
temperature returns within the correct range.

1,547.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

New indoor-use car cover with vehicle logo, red

Tailored specifically to the forms of each individual model, these elegant
new car covers for indoor use are available in black and red. Featuring an
anti-scratch lining to offer total protection for the bodywork, these
exquisitely crafted covers echo and accentuate the forms of the vehicle
itself. Embroidered details on the front and rear lids further enhance the
elegance of the model.

Car care

4,333.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

New indoor-use car cover with vehicle logo, black

Tailored specifically to the forms of each individual model, these elegant
new car covers for indoor use are available in black and red. Featuring an
anti-scratch lining to offer total protection for the bodywork, these
exquisitely crafted covers echo and accentuate the forms of the vehicle
itself. Embroidered details on the front and rear lids further enhance the
elegance of the model.

Car care

4,333.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



 EQUIPMENT

 Cruise control

 Electrochromic mirrors, internal

 EXTERIOR

 Carbon fibre door handles

 Carbon fibre front spoiler

 Carbon fibre fuel filler flap

 Carbon fibre fender shields

 Carbon fibre fender trims

 Carbon fibre number plate holder

 Under-door kit in carbon fibre

 GTO-style grille, without parking sensors

 GTO-style grille, with parking sensors

 20" Forged Wheels

 Hub Caps

 RACING

 HS sports exhaust system

 INTERIOR

 Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels

 Carbon fibre mats

 Carbon fibre kickplate

 Carbon fibre F1 shift paddles

 Carbon fibre internal door trim

 Carbon fibre seat cover

 CAR CARE

 Battery conditioner

 Car care kit, exterior cleaning kit

 Car care kit, interior cleaning kit

 New indoor car cover, red



 Forged Wheels

 19" Forged California wheels 

 Genuine 20" forged wheels, HGTE style, two-tone diamond finish

 Genuine 20" forged wheels, HGTE style, dark grey

 Hub Caps

 Hub Caps Kit, Black

 Hub caps, red

 Hub Caps Kit, Carbon Fiber

 Hub Caps Kit, Titanium with Nickel Bezel

Exterior / Interior

 Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels W/ LED

 Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels (Upto Ass.ly No. 103178) 

 Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels W/ LED (Upto Ass.ly No. 103178)

 Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels (Upto Ass.ly No. 103179)

 Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels W/ LED (Upto Ass.ly No. 103179)



Fitted Cost :

Cruise control

Cruise control is an electronic function that automatically maintains a
constant speed when driving on long stretches of highway. The driver may
accelerate briefly if necessary by pressing the accelerator pedal, but once
the pedal is released, the vehicle returns to the cruise control speed set
previously. The system functions within a speed range from 30 to 200
Km/h, and is recommended for long, straight stretches of road, with few
variations in traffic conditions and with a dry road surface. Not
recommended for use on urban roads.

Equipment

7,301.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Electrochromic mirrors, internal

The electrochromic mirrors effectively reduce reflected glare for the
driver. This mirror uses special electrochromic technology to darken
quickly and automatically in response to the brightness of the light
striking it. Electrochromic versions are available for both the interior and
exterior rear view mirrors, and does not affect the mirror position
memory and powered folding mirror functions on vehicles with these
features.

Equipment

2,097.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels (Black) 
(Upto Assembly No. 103178)

Interior

31,261.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels W/ LED (Black)
(Upto Assembly No. 103178)

Interior

32,604.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels (Black)
(From Assembly No. 100815)

Interior

31,261.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon Fiber Steering Wheels W/ LED (Black)
(From Assembly No. 103179)

Interior

33,204.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Additional carbon fibre mats

Manufactured using patented new technology, Ferrari Genuine overmats
are made with real carbon fiber used for the parts in contact with the feet
and feature a special clear coat layer which gives the mat a non-slip finish
without compromising the look of the material. The vehicle logo appears
on a laser-etched leather patch on the driver side mat only. A genuine
leather backing ensures the perfect balance between flexibility and
stiffness and gives the overmat a substantial feel, while the edge is
trimmed in leather with exclusive gray stitching.

Interior

3,946.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre kickplate

With the Ferrari Genuine program, you can replace the aluminum
kickplate with carbon fiber elements. The kickplate is made entirely of
carbon fiber with the Ferrari logo incorporated.

Interior

8,320.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

The F1 paddles behind the steering wheel can be replaced
with a paddle kit made entirely of carbon fiber.

Interior

Carbon fibre F1 shift paddles

11,751.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fiber door panels represent excellence as far as Ferrari quality in
the development of technologicalcomposite elements is concerned.
These elements give a stylistic element to the vehicle interior and at the
same time enhance its sportiness.

Interior

Carbon fibre internal door trim

21,998.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

The carbon fiber inserts offer owners extreme flexibility in how they
configure the interior of the passenger compartment with a wide range of
options that give every aspect of the interior a truly customized look. The
kits are designed to meet all the customers' needs, although the
customers can also purchase and install individual parts from their
dealers, who have been properly trained and informed with regard to the
various possibilities that the Ferrari catalog has to offer.

Interior

Carbon fibre seat cover

35,262.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre front spoiler

Designed using highly innovative fluid dynamics techniques and perfected
in the wind tunnel in order to optimize the aerodynamics of the
underbody, the front spoiler is an essential part of the vehicle
aerodynamics which increases the vehicle's downforce. The carbon fiber
version highlights the appearance of the spoiler and, at the same time,
significantly reduces the overall weight of the vehicle.

Exterior

23,467.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre number plate holder

For the more discerning customer with an eye for detail, the Ferrari
Genuine catalog includes a number of parts in carbon fiber embodying
the continuous technological evolution that has marked the entire history
of the Cavallino Rampante.

Exterior

7,516.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Under-door kit in carbon fibre

The products offered in the Ferrari Genuine catalog include an underdoor
kit in visible weave carbon fiber, a solution which combines aesthetic
appeal with outstanding technical performance. It also contributes to
reducing the overall weight of the car through the use of lightweight
individual components which, in some cases, weight as little as half as
much as their standard counterparts. This solution visually accentuates
the racing spirit of the car and emphasize both the exclusivity of the
materials used and the excellence of the workmanship in the
manufacture of the component itself.

Exterior

47,739.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

GTO-style grille, without parking sensors

The GTO-style grill is inherited directly from the racing versions of Ferrari
models. With its essential, lightweight honeycomb structure, the grill is
painted and treated in order to guarantee the aesthetic standards
required of all Ferrari vehicles. The grill comes in two versions, with and
without parking sensors.

Exterior

11,071.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

GTO-style grille, with parking sensors

The GTO-style grill is inherited directly from the racing versions of Ferrari
models. With its essential, lightweight honeycomb structure, the grill is
painted and treated in order to guarantee the aesthetic standards
required of all Ferrari vehicles. The grill comes in two versions, with and
without parking sensors.

Exterior

11,071.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Genuine 20" forged wheels, 
HGTE style, two-tone diamond finish

A reduction in rotating mass is a key step towards better performance.
To achieved this result, a dedicated wheel rim has been developed
especially for Ferrari Genuine with the aim of maximizing the sports feel
of a Ferrari car.
These new 20” wheels combine single-piece forged technology with the
5-spoke design of the HGTE package, but envolving this design with a
previously unattainable three dimensional depth to the geometry of the
wheel hub and the curvature of the spokes towards the rim.
On the road, this solution translates into wheel with extraordinary lateral
stiffness and low inertia.
These conditions improve the overall dynamic response of the wheel,
allowing faster entry into bends and faster changes in directions.

Exterior

*Tires not included

45,780.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Genuine 20" forged wheels, 
HGTE style, dark grey

A reduction in rotating mass is a key step towards better performance.
To achieved this result, a dedicated wheel rim has been developed
especially for Ferrari Genuine with the aim of maximizing the sports feel
of a Ferrari car.
These new 20” wheels combine single-piece forged technology with the
5-spoke design of the HGTE package, but envolving this design with a
previously unattainable three dimensional depth to the geometry of the
wheel hub and the curvature of the spokes towards the rim.
On the road, this solution translates into wheel with extraordinary lateral
stiffness and low inertia.
These conditions improve the overall dynamic response of the wheel,
allowing faster entry into bends and faster changes in directions.

Exterior

*Tires not included

44,873.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre engine compartment shields

The carbon fiber engine compartment shields and air filter boxes are
considerably lighter than the standard parts. The carbon fiber component
offers the same functional and heat resistance properties as the original
part, while the protective clear coat layer maintains the technical
characteristics and visual appearance intact over time.

Racing

36,736.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Battery conditioner

Ferrari Genuine offers a battery conditioner for charging batteries from
1.2Ah to 140Ah in capacity. To protect it against overheating, the battery
conditioner is equipped with a power limiting system: if the temperature
exceeds the safety threshold value, power output is limited until the
temperature returns within the correct range.

1,547.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Car care kit, exterior cleaning kit

Developed and produced exclusively by Ferrari Genuine, the Exterior
Cleaning Kit, Interior Cleaning Kit and Touring Cleaning Kit consist of a
selection of products letting owners look after the interior and exterior of
their cars completely and safely. Specific cleaning products to clean,
nourish or polish every part of the interior trim and protect the quality of
the materials used, personalized Ferrari fragrances with a unique and
unmistakable scent, and superlative quality creams which are gentle on
the skin and care for the environment: these are just some of the car care
products available from the official Ferrari network, created to keep your
Ferrari in immaculate condition and looking as good as ever day after day,
whether in the city or on the road.

1,191.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Car care kit, interior cleaning kit

Developed and produced exclusively by Ferrari Genuine, the Exterior
Cleaning Kit, Interior Cleaning Kit and Touring Cleaning Kit consist of a
selection of products letting owners look after the interior and exterior of
their cars completely and safely. Specific cleaning products to clean,
nourish or polish every part of the interior trim and protect the quality of
the materials used, personalized Ferrari fragrances with a unique and
unmistakable scent, and superlative quality creams which are gentle on
the skin and care for the environment: these are just some of the car care
products available from the official Ferrari network, created to keep your
Ferrari in immaculate condition and looking as good as ever day after day,
whether in the city or on the road.

1,284.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

New indoor car cover, red

Elegant car cover for indoor use and tailor-made for Ferraris, it combines
effective protection with elegant looks. The cover has an inner anti-
scratch lining which ensures optimal protection when it is placed on the
vehicle body. The cover is enhanced by a Prancing Horse logo
embroidered on the front lid and a small Prancing Horse embroidered on
the rear.

3,022.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



 EQUIPMENT

 Cruise control

 Front suspension lift, no dual view

 Under-door lighting, with vehicle logo

 Passenger display
 EXTERIOR

 Carbon fibre aero bridge, full

 Carbon fibre door handles

 Carbon fibre fender shields

 Carbon fibre front spoiler

 Carbon fibre fuel filler flap

 Under-door kit in carbon fibre

 20" multi-spoke forged wheels, two-tone 

diamond finish

 Carbon fibre rear diffuser

 Hexagonal valve cap kit

 Hub caps

 RACING



 INTERIOR

 Carbon fibre dashboard

 Carbon fibre kickplate

 CAR CARE

 Battery conditioner

 New indoor car cover, red

 New indoor-use car cover with 

vehicle logo, black



 Hexagonal valve cap

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, black

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, red

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, yellow

 Hub Caps

 Hub caps, carbon fibre

 Hub caps, silver with embossed Prancing Horse logo

Exterior



Fitted Cost :

Cruise control

Cruise control is an electronic function that automatically maintains a
constant speed when driving on long stretches of highway. The driver may
accelerate briefly if necessary by pressing the accelerator pedal, but once
the pedal is released, the vehicle returns to the cruise control speed set
previously. The system functions within a speed range from 30 to 200
Km/h, and is recommended for long, straight stretches of road, with few
variations in traffic conditions and with a dry road surface. Not
recommended for use on urban roads.

Equipment

5,266.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Front suspension lift, no dual view

The “Lift” system helps maximize driver safety and facilitates access to
garages and/or ramps, avoiding possible damage to the car. The system is
operated simply and efficiently on the front shock absorbers, lifting the
front of the car by around 40 mm. Two versions of the system are
available, depending on whether or not the car in question is equipped
with a dual view video camera.

*Can be fix only if vehicle have AFS head light

Equipment

63,911.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Under-door lighting, with vehicle logo

The under-door lighting kit gives owners the change to accentuate their
Ferrari with yet another exclusive and stylish feature. The kit consists of
two light units and four sets of special lenses which project the logo of
the vehicle or the Cavallino Rampante motif onto the ground under the
door when the door is opened.

Equipment

2,235.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Passenger display

Ferrari Genuine provides owners with the chance to install the
sensational passenger display as an aftersales option. The display, which
is installed on the passenger side of the dashboard, lets you share the
joys of driving with the driver. On one side of the screen there is a button
that lets you scroll through the screens, which display the following
information:

- engine speed
- speed
- engaged gear
- Manettino setting
- repeated navigation information in pictogram form
- trip computer

Equipment

22,343.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



The carbon fiber inserts offer owners extreme flexibility in how they
configure the interior of the passenger compartment with a wide range of
options that give every aspect of the interior a truly customized look. The
kits are designed to meet all the customers' needs, although the
customers can also purchase and install individual parts from their
dealers, who have been properly trained and informed with regard to the
various possibilities that the Ferrari catalog has to offer.

Fitted Cost :

Interior

Carbon fibre dashboard

46,674.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



With the Ferrari Genuine program, you can replace the aluminum
kickplate with carbon fiber elements. The kickplate is made entirely of
carbon fiber with the Ferrari logo incorporated.

Fitted Cost :

Interior

Carbon fibre kickplate

5,661.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre front spoiler

Designed using highly innovative fluid dynamics techniques and perfected
in the wind tunnel in order to optimize the aerodynamics of the
underbody, the front spoiler is an essential part of the vehicle
aerodynamics which increases the vehicle's downforce. The carbon fiber
version highlights the appearance of the spoiler and, at the same time,
significantly reduces the overall weight of the vehicle.

Exterior

22,773.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Under-door kit in carbon fibre

The products offered in the Ferrari Genuine catalog include an underdoor
kit in visible weave carbon fiber, a solution which combines aesthetic
appeal with outstanding technical performance. It also contributes to
reducing the overall weight of the car through the use of lightweight
individual components which, in some cases, weight as little as half as
much as their standard counterparts.

This solution visually accentuates the racing spirit of the car and
emphasize both the exclusivity of the materials used and the excellence
of the workmanship in the manufacture of the component itself.

Exterior

45,059.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

20" multi-spoke forged wheels, 
two-tone diamond finish

The new multi-spoke forged wheel set with 5 split spokes gives the
vehicle an even sportier and more dynamic look and enhances the vehicle
in terms of both technology and design. The choice of colors available
also accentuate the visual lightness of the design itself.

Exterior

33,889.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre rear diffuser

Designed to increase downforce on the rear of the vehicle and optimize
evacuation of air from the underbody, the rear diffuser is a fundamental
element of the aerodynamics of the vehicle.

The rear diffuser fins direct the air flow to minimize turbulence and the
resulting drag. The use of carbon fiber combines aggressive looks with a
reduction in the overall weight of the vehicle.

Exterior

13,398.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Battery conditioner

Ferrari Genuine offers a battery conditioner for charging batteries from
1.2Ah to 140Ah in capacity. To protect it against overheating, the battery
conditioner is equipped with a power limiting system: if the temperature
exceeds the safety threshold value, power output is limited until the
temperature returns within the correct range.

1,547.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

New indoor-use car cover with vehicle logo, black

Tailored specifically to the forms of each individual model, these elegant
new car covers for indoor use are available in black and red.
Featuring an anti-scratch lining to offer total protection for the bodywork,
these exquisitely crafted covers echo and accentuate the forms of the
vehicle itself. Embroidered details on the front and rear lids further
enhance the elegance of the model.

4,333.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

New indoor-use car cover with vehicle logo, red

Tailored specifically to the forms of each individual model, these elegant
new car covers for indoor use are available in black and red.
Featuring an anti-scratch lining to offer total protection for the bodywork,
these exquisitely crafted covers echo and accentuate the forms of the
vehicle itself. Embroidered details on the front and rear lids further
enhance the elegance of the model.

4,333.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



 EQUIPMENT

 Passenger display

 Electro-chromic mirrors

 EXTERIOR

 Carbon fibre door handles

 Carbon fibre fender shields

 Under-door kit in carbon fibre

 RACING

 Carbon fibre engine compartment shields

 CAR CARE

 Battery conditioner

 Anti-stone chipping protective film



Fitted Cost :

Passenger display

Ferrari Genuine provides owners with the chance to install the
sensational passenger display as an aftersales option. The display, which
is installed on the passenger side of the dashboard, lets you share the
joys of driving with the driver. On one side of the screen there is a button
that lets you scroll through the screens, which display the following
information:

- engine speed
- speed
- engaged gear
- Manettino setting
- repeated navigation information in pictogram form
- trip computer

Equipment

22,343.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Electro-chromic mirrors

The electrochromic mirrors effectively reduce reflected glare for the
driver. This mirror uses special electrochromic technology to darken
quickly and automatically in response to the brightness of the light
striking it. Electrochromic versions are available for both the interior and
exterior rear view mirrors, and does not affect the mirror position
memory and powered folding mirror functions on vehicles with these
features.

Equipment

2,043.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Under-door kit in carbon fibre

The products offered in the Ferrari Genuine catalog include an underdoor
kit in visible weave carbon fiber, a solution which combines aesthetic
appeal with outstanding technical performance. It also contributes to
reducing the overall weight of the car through the use of lightweight
individual components which, in some cases, weight as little as half as
much as their standard counterparts.

This solution visually accentuates the racing spirit of the car and
emphasize both the exclusivity of the materials used and the excellence
of the workmanship in the manufacture of the component itself.

Exterior

39,921.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre engine compartment shields

The carbon fiber engine compartment shields and air filter boxes are
considerably lighter than the standard parts. The carbon fiber component
offers the same functional and heat resistance properties as the original
part, while the protective clear coat layer maintains the technical
characteristics and visual appearance intact over time.

Racing

45,494.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Battery conditioner

Ferrari Genuine offers a battery conditioner for charging batteries from
1.2Ah to 140Ah in capacity. To protect it against overheating, the battery
conditioner is equipped with a power limiting system: if the temperature
exceeds the safety threshold value, power output is limited until the
temperature returns within the correct range.

1,547.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Anti-stone chipping protective film

To protect the bodywork from marks, chips and scratches caused by
gravel picked up from the road, a kit may be ordered consisting of
extremely tough transparent protective films tailored specifically for the
forms of the car. Intended for application in the most exposed areas of
the bodywork subject to greatest risk of damage, such as wheel arches
and air intakes, these films can also be ordered as individual kits.

9,588.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



 EQUIPMENT

 Cruise control

 EXTERIOR

 20" multi-spoke forged wheels, two-tone 

diamond finish

 Carbon fibre door handles

 Carbon fibre fuel filler flap

 INTERIOR

 Carbon fibre centre console, centre tunnel

 CAR CARE

 Battery conditioner

 Child seat, group 0+

 Child seat, group 1

 Child seat, group 2-3

 New indoor car cover, red



Fitted Cost :

Cruise control

Cruise control is an electronic function that automatically maintains a
constant speed when driving on long stretches of highway. The driver may
accelerate briefly if necessary by pressing the accelerator pedal, but once
the pedal is released, the vehicle returns to the cruise control speed set
previously. The system functions within a speed range from 30 to 200
Km/h, and is recommended for long, straight stretches of road, with few
variations in traffic conditions and with a dry road surface. Not
recommended for use on urban roads.

Equipment

5,097.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

20" multi-spoke forged wheels, 
two-tone diamond finish

The new multi-spoke forged wheel set with 5 split spokes gives the
vehicle an even sportier and more dynamic look and enhances the vehicle
in terms of both technology and design. The choice of colors available
also accentuate the visual lightness of the design itself.

Exterior

44,482.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre centre console, centre tunnel

The center console made entirely of carbon fiber replaces the leather
upholstered center console. The kit also includes a power window button
surround that gives the interior a light, sporty, Ferrari Style look.

Interior

76,241.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Battery conditioner

Ferrari Genuine offers a battery conditioner for charging batteries from
1.2Ah to 140Ah in capacity. To protect it against overheating, the battery
conditioner is equipped with a power limiting system: if the temperature
exceeds the safety threshold value, power output is limited until the
temperature returns within the correct range.

1,547.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Child seat, group 0+

A new range of child seats caters to every possible need and every stage
in the development of the child. Developed in compliance with the most
stringent safety standards, these child seats are contoured to match the
shape of the rear seat for maximum support and ease of installation.
Ferrari Genuine offers its customers a choice of three different child seats
to cater to all age groups in total comfort and safety.

Vehicle Note: Group 0+: for children weighing under 10Kg

Car care

1,857.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

New indoor car cover, red

A Elegant car cover for indoor use and tailor-made for Ferraris, it
combines effective protection with elegant looks. The cover has an inner
anti-scratch lining which ensures optimal protection when it is placed on
the vehicle body. The cover is enhanced by a Prancing Horse logo
embroidered on the front lid and a small Prancing Horse embroidered on
the rear.

Car care

3,022.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



 EQUIPMENT

 Passenger display

 EXTERIOR

 20" forged wheels, matte Grigio Corsa

 20" forged wheels, two-tone diamond finish

 Carbon fibre fender trims

 Carbon fibre front spoiler

 Carbon fibre fuel filler flap, with chrome 

Prancing Horse emblem

 Front grill with chromed accent, gray

 Front grill with chromed accent

 Under-door kit in carbon fibre

 Sports tailpipe tips

 Hexagonal valve cap

 Hub Caps

 INTERIOR

 Internal door handles in carbon fibre, door panel and centre

console

 CAR CARE

 Battery conditioner

 New indoor-use car cover with vehicle logo, red

 New indoor-use car cover with vehicle logo, black



 Hexagonal valve cap

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, black

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, red

 Hexagonal valve cap kit, yellow

 Hub Caps

 Hub caps, carbon fibre

 Hub caps, silver with embossed Prancing Horse logo

Exterior



Fitted Cost :

Passenger display

Ferrari Genuine provides owners with the chance to install the
sensational passenger display as an aftersales option*. The display, which
is installed on the passenger side of the dashboard, lets you share the
joys of driving with the driver. On one side of the screen there is a button
that lets you scroll through the screens, which display the following
information:

- engine speed
- speed
- engaged gear
- Manettino setting
- repeated navigation information in pictogram form
- trip computer

Equipment

29,618.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

20" forged wheels, matte Grigio Corsa

Kit of four 20” forged wheels. These wheels, made using a special forging
process, allow a reduction of about 7 Kg in total vehicle weight.

Exterior

29,100.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

20" forged wheels, two-tone diamond finish

Kit of four 20” forged wheels. These wheels, made using a special forging
process, allow a reduction of about 7 Kg in total vehicle weight.

Exterior

32,577.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre fender trims

For the more discerning customer with an eye for detail, the Ferrari
Genuine catalog includes a number of parts in carbon fiber embodying
the continuous technological evolution that has marked the entire history
of the Cavallino Rampante.

Exterior

23,019.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Carbon fibre front spoiler

Designed using highly innovative fluid dynamics techniques and perfected
in the wind tunnel in order to optimize the aerodynamics of the
underbody, the front spoiler is an essential part of the vehicle
aerodynamics which increases the vehicle's downforce. The carbon fiber
version highlights the appearance of the spoiler and, at the same time,
significantly reduces the overall weight of the vehicle.

Exterior

22,102.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Front grill with chromed accent, gray

A new front grill with a chromed accent around the outer frame is now
available as an alternative to the standard black front grill. The special
finish emphasizes the uniqueness and elegance of the vehicle.

Exterior

11,949.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Front grill with chromed accent

A new front grill with a chromed accent around the outer frame is now
available as an alternative to the standard black front grill. The special
finish emphasizes the uniqueness and elegance of the vehicle.

Exterior

11,587.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Under-door kit in carbon fibre

The products offered in the Ferrari Genuine catalog include an underdoor
kit in visible weave carbon fiber, a solution which combines aesthetic
appeal with outstanding technical performance. It also contributes to
reducing the overall weight of the car through the use of lightweight
individual components which, in some cases, weight as little as half as
much as their standard counterparts.

This solution visually accentuates the racing spirit of the car and
emphasize both the exclusivity of the materials used and the excellence
of the workmanship in the manufacture of the component itself.

Exterior

35,460.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Sports tailpipe tips

The tailpipe tips available in the Ferrari Genuine catalog add an extremely
modern touch to the style of the car, boasting a forged, segmented outer
bezel and designed specifically to maintain the purity of the unmistakable
sound of each individual Ferrari model.

Exterior

5,724.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



The carbon interior elements offer owners extreme flexibility in how they
configure the interior of the passenger compartment with a wide range of
options that give every aspect of the interior a truly personalized look.
The kits are designed to meet all the customers' needs, although the
customers can also purchase and install individual parts from their
dealers, who have been properly trained and informed with regard to the
various possibilities that the Ferrari catalog has to offer.

Fitted Cost :

Interior

Internal door handles in carbon fibre, 
door panel and centre console

18,339.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Battery conditioner

Ferrari Genuine offers a battery conditioner for charging batteries from
1.2Ah to 140Ah in capacity. To protect it against overheating, the battery
conditioner is equipped with a power limiting system: if the temperature
exceeds the safety threshold value, power output is limited until the
temperature returns within the correct range.

1,547.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

New indoor-use car cover with vehicle logo, red

Tailored specifically to the forms of each individual model, these elegant
new car covers for indoor use are available in black and red. Featuring an
anti-scratch lining to offer total protection for the bodywork, these
exquisitely crafted covers echo and accentuate the forms of the vehicle
itself. Embroidered details on the front and rear lids further enhance the
elegance of the model.

4,333.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

New indoor-use car cover with vehicle logo, black

Tailored specifically to the forms of each individual model, these elegant
new car covers for indoor use are available in black and red. Featuring an
anti-scratch lining to offer total protection for the bodywork, these
exquisitely crafted covers echo and accentuate the forms of the vehicle
itself. Embroidered details on the front and rear lids further enhance the
elegance of the model.

4,333.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



 EXTERIOR

 Carbon fibre fender shields

 Carbon fibre front spoiler

 Carbon fibre rear diffuser

 Genuine 19"-20" FXX-K style wheels, matte Silver

 Racing hub caps, in carbon fibre

 CAR CARE

 Battery conditioner

 Car care kit, exterior cleaning kit

 Car care kit, interior cleaning kit

 Showroom cover



Design using highly innovative fluid dynamics techniques and perfected in
the wind tunnel in order to optimize the aerodynamics of the underbody,
the front spoiler is an essential part of the vehicle aerodynamics which
increases the vehicle’s downforce. The carbon fibre version highlights the
appearance of the spoiler and, at the same time, significantly reduces the
overall weight of the vehicle.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Carbon fibre front spoiler

12,092.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Designed to increase downforce on the rear of the vehicle and optimize
evacuation of air from the underbody, the rear diffuser is a fundamental
element of the aerodynamics of the vehicle. The rear diffuser fins direct
the air flow to minimize turbulence and the resulting drag. The use of
carbon fiber combines aggressive looks with a reduction in the overall
weight of the vehicle.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Carbon fibre rear diffuser

53,622.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



On the LA Ferrari, a car with exceptional racing qualities, you can install
new forged wheels that were used on its racier sister. FXX-K style wheels
are available in a Matte Silver finish.

Fitted Cost :

Exterior

Genuine 19"-20" 
FXX-K style wheels, matte Silver

54,162.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )

*Tires not included



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Battery conditioner

Ferrari Genuine offers a battery conditioner for charging batteries from
1.2Ah to 140Ah in capacity. To protect it against overheating, the battery
conditioner is equipped with a power limiting system: if the temperature
exceeds the safety threshold value, power output is limited until the
temperature returns within the correct range.

1,547.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

Car care kit, interior cleaning kit

Developed and produced exclusively by Ferrari Genuine, the Exterior
Cleaning Kit, Interior Cleaning Kit and Touring Cleaning Kit consist of a
selection of products letting owners look after the interior and exterior of
their cars completely and safely. Specific cleaning products to clean,
nourish or polish every part of the interior trim and protect the quality of
the materials used, personalized Ferrari fragrances with a unique and
unmistakable scent, and superlative quality creams which are gentle on
the skin and care for the environment: these are just some of the car care
products available from the official Ferrari network, created to keep your
Ferrari in immaculate condition and looking as good as ever day after day,
whether in the city or on the road.

1,284.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )



Fitted Cost :

Car care

New Indoor Car Cover

The elegant showroom car cover, for all vehicle models, combines
practical protection with elegant looks. The cover is also enhanced by the
prancing horse symbol embroidery.

2,237.00 AED (P rice is inclusive o f VA T )


